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Any good journalist knows that, if
you can’t deliver the facts, at least
you can offer up a bit of
entertainment. Genome scientists
have co-opted that strategy when it
comes to the seemingly immortal
question of how many human genes
there are. Frankly, nobody seems to
have a clue. So at the Cold Spring
Harbor Laboratory genome meeting
this May, they decided to collect a
different form of data — more than
200 wagers, betting on the right
number. And that, in turn, made for
some good copy. 
“Playful scientists have given a
whole new meaning to the term
‘gene pool’,” wrote Tom Abate in the
San Francisco Chronicle. “At a five-day
conference last week on the Human
Genome Project, microbiologists
took time out from their
headache-inducing lectures to create
the scientific equivalent of an office
pool.” Abate himself lost a gamble
by attending the meeting. Based on
nothing more than a hunch, he’d bet
that The Big Announcement — from
Celera or the Human Genome
Project — would be made at the
annual genomics meeting. Still, he
got a good yarn out of the trip. “At
this august gathering, 27-year-old
European computer whiz [Ewan]
Birney walked around with a
notebook soliciting opinions on the
hottest topic in DNA research — just
how many genes there are in the
human genome.” 
Birney actually “scooped” Francis
Collins, head of the National Institute
for Human Genome Research, by
initiating this bet. Collins had
planned to propose a contest in his
keynote address, but Birney came up
with the idea independently and
started collecting guesses and dollars
the day before. He offered Collins an
opportunity to announce the results of
the preliminary statistical analysis. (Of
the first 228 bets, the mean guess was
62,598, and the range was
27,462–200,000). The ground rules
and current data are at
http://www.ensembl.org/genesweep.html.
Collins bet his buck on 48,011,
according to Science, though the
magazine noted “some researchers are
holding out for an Anna Karenina-
sized word count, arguing that human
complexity cannot be explained any
other way.
An editor for Nature Genetics,
lurking at the meeting, realized that
her publication, too, was about to be
scooped. The June issue of Nature
Genetics had three papers in press on
this very topic. So the journal decided
to manipulate its own embargo
(shame on any journalist who tries
this) to ride the publicity generated
by the genome-meeting wager. 
Can it really require only a third
more genes to design and
operate a person than a
microscopic worm?
Agence France Presse did its
patriotic duty by leading with the
estimate that emerged from
Genoscope and CNRS. “The number
of genes in the human genetic code
is far smaller than previously
thought, totalling between 28,000
and 35,000, compared with earlier
estimates that ranged up to 140,000,”
the agency reported on 19 May. 
China’s Xinhua News Agency, by
contrast, sided with that country’s
new best friend in international trade,
declaring that “A US research
organization¼ said Friday that the
results of two independent estimates
indicate that the human genome
contains approximately 120,000
genes.” The dispatch went on to
explain to its readers that the
estimate, from The Institute for
Genome Research (TIGR) in
Maryland, is based on ESTs which (as
everybody in China can apparently
comprehend) “are single-pass partial
sequences of complementary DNA
(cDNA) clones.”
The Independent brushed off the
larger figures based, not on the
science behind the calculation, but
on the motivations of the people
involved. “Higher estimates of more
than 100,000 genes have usually
come from biotechnology companies
involved in gene sequencing. Some
scientists now believe that these
inflationary estimates may have
something to do with making the
DNA databases of these companies
appear more attractive to potential
investors.” (Never mind that TIGR
is a non-profit company.) 
The Economist was agnostic in the
great gene debate. “One suggests
that the number is around 30,000. A
second proposes 35,000. The third
pitches for 120,000. Somebody is
going to end up with egg on his face.
Possibly everybody.” 
Turning to the deeper
philosophical questions, the New York
Times noted that the “lower estimates,
if true, could be considered serious
threats to human pride and
perceptions of self-worth. Can it really
require only a third more genes to
design and operate a person than a
microscopic worm? By what sardonic
sense of humor would evolution give
humans the imagination to see
themselves as the summit of creation
yet make them with only twice the
number of genes as required by a
midget fly that feeds on rotten fruit?” 
The winner will be named at the
genome meeting in 2003, the 50th
anniversary of Watson and Crick’s
discovery of the structure of DNA.
The winner gets the pool of
wagers — and a leather-bound copy
of Watson’s book, The Double Helix.
It’ll make a good tale, for
sure — especially if the pot is taken
home by the scientist who simply
chose her date of birth.
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